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Moved some illustrations from their original positions to avoid
_________________ paragraphs of text.
1.

(break up)

Although it is vacation now, I practice _________________ in my
copy-book, for it is very important to be a good writer.
2.

(write)

She would write to say now I'd climbed out of poverty and hard work she
knew I wouldn't mind _________________ a hand to an old friend not so
fortunate.

3.

(lend)

I did not think it needful to delay _________________ the building, though
several thousand pounds more would be required, as all these expenses
needed not to be met till many months after the beginning of the building.

4.

(commence)

Not long ago the guests were obliged to make a subsequent visit of
ceremony to thank the host for his entertainment, and he was obliged to invite
them all to a second dinner, in consequence thereof; so that giving one dinner
always involved _________________ two.

5.

(give)

London in the summer is a pleasant place, and chiefly so because you can
keep on _________________ evening papers to see what Kent is doing.
6.

(buy)

Just so it stood between the trees, and kept on _________________ and
_________________, and I was a little fellow and watched it from the
window.

7.

(sink) (sink)

Was it reasonable to keep on _________________ when the whole village
was embracing?
8.

(quarrel)

Of its force he kept on _________________ fresh consciousness as the
tugging continued and the tree yielded and sprung back, and with this
consciousness something of the horror of his position passed away.

9.

(gain)

And with that thought she could not resist _________________ down to
see if they were busy after the thaw.
10.

(start)
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Save _________________ the few tourists who drifted through, there was
very little doing.
11.

(take care of)

I generally manage to suit my trains so as to avoid _________________
there, but this is not always feasible.
12.

(wait)

Ill-health prevented him _________________ much regular or continuous
schooling.
13.

(get)

It has no window, all the light admitted _________________ through an
aperture where there will be a door when it becomes cold enough for such a
luxury.

14.

(enter)

Probably the eagerness of raw troops to keep on _________________
regardless of their objective has led to a considerable and unnecessary loss
of life.

15.

(advance)

Imagine _________________ club dues in my present condition!16. (pay)

The judge said, for his own part, he would postpone _________________
it until after execution.
17.

(read)

Before I had a chance to say more than a few words the man's master
rode into view, and I had to go on talking to avoid _________________
suspicion by sudden disappearance.

18.

(cast)

To avoid _________________ her attention, he did not even roll up his
sleeve to insert the point into his flesh.
19.

(attract)

The conviction flashed through her brain that if she left him alone he
would probably kill himself, and she fancied him _________________ there
dead, on the red tiles.

20.

(lie)
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